2000 cadillac sts problems

Built as an answer to Ford's 4. It was the first GM production V-8 built for overhead cams, and
the last of the "non-corporate" V-8s the company would ever use. The Northstar never reached
the epic levels of popularity of its Ford cousin, thanks largely to its phenomenal repair costs
and disposable everything. The Northstar is a fine engine if you find a good one -- but woe to
those buyers who don't know to spot a bad one. Far and away, most of the Northstar's issues
have to do with oiling. GM fixed a lot of these problems in the model year, but earlier engines
are known to develop leaks around the main seals and valve covers. Oil pressure can disappear
entirely on early to engines, as a result of debris caught in the the finicky oil pressure relief
valve. The former requires replacement of the affected seals and gaskets, but the latter is much
easier to deal with. These engines use external oil pumps mounted to the front of the block; if
you see low oil pressure, remove the oil pump and clean the debris out of the assembly. It's a
pain, but at least it's fairly cheap. It's not unusual for pre engines to go through as much as a
quart of oil every miles. It's not leaking, it's just burning off in the combustion chamber. The
problem goes back to the piston rings, which can get stuck in the ring lands as a result of
carbon buildup in the ring grooves. When the piston rings get stuck in the grooves, they can't
seal or wipe the cylinder walls. That allows blow-by to go into the crankcase -- resulting in a
loss of power and fuel economy -- and oil on the cylinder walls to burn in the cylinders. GM is
aware of the problem, and has a ring-cleaning procedure that involves filling the cylinders with
a solvent via the spark plugs. After two -- and not more than three, hours -- the solvent will
dissolve the carbon. Some people have done the same thing at home with Mopar Top End
Cleaner, Seafoam or equivalent; running a high-detergent oil or cleaning solvent like Marvel
Mystery Oil may solve the problem over a long enough period of time; but it will take so long,
you may end up damaging the rest of the engine in the process, It might be best to have
someone experienced in the GM procedure take care of it. GM solved the ring carbon problem
by the model year, but somehow wound up creating a different carbon problem in the process.
Engines built in and have a tendency to build up carbon in the cylinders. The resulting carbon
deposits heat up and act like glow plugs in the cylinders, causing the engine to knock and ping
under hard acceleration. It's a simple enough problem to solve -- Seafoaming the engine or
using top-end cleaner should get rid of most of it, and you should be able to dissolve the rest by
using a quality carbon-dissolving fuel system cleaner in your gas for the next ten tanks or so.
The quick solution is to fill the cylinders with solvent like the ring-cleaning procedure, but this
carbon buildup usually isn't severe enough to warrant that. After the carbon is gone and your
plugs are clean, run a carbon-dissolving fuel system cleaner every third tank or so to keep the
gunk at bay. Say what you will about Cadillac, but they practically reinvented the market for
top-end cleaners, fuel system cleaners and head gasket sealers. In addition to the
aforementioned problems, Northstars of all years have a nasty habit of blowing head gaskets.
Especially after any kind of overheating event. One of the big selling points of the Northstar was
its resistance to overheating, and it certainly has that. But overheat it once, and you'll find out
how little margin of error GM engineered in for excess metal expansion. Part of it has to do with
the engine's basic design, but a good bit of it has to do with the awful, single-use,
torque-to-yield head bolts Cadillac used. TTY head bolts are a bane to all mankind; once
tightened, they permanently stretch. That's nice for assembly purposes, but overheating a
TTY-bolt engine -- especially one with aluminum heads -- stretches the head bolts further than
they were meant to go. And being TTY bolts, they don't shrink back to size when the heads
contract. That causes the head to sit loose on the engine, and the head gasket to blow. Forget
head gasket sealers; the only lasting option is replacing the gasket and The Devil's Bolts. The
Northstar is a perfect example of an engine that was slightly over-engineered for its own good.
It's finicky, high-maintenance and expensive to repair if anything breaks. Fortunately, its most
common problems are easily dealt with -- and savvy buyers have been known to get great deals
on engines sellers thought were toast, but were really just in need of a good cleaning. That's the
up-side of all this. The down-side is that if you judge wrong, you just made a very expensive
mistake. You can avoid most of the Northstar's more irritating idiosyncrasies by using a
carbon-dissolving fuel system cleaner every other tank, and running high-quality synthetic oil.
General Motors gave a 7, to 10,mile oil change interval on this engine, and programmed later oil
life monitors to reflect that. Forget them; change it every 5, miles, whether it seems necessary
or not. The Northstar was a sophisticated, European-style powerplant designed for 'premium
buyers," engineered like a Swiss watch. If you treat it like a BMW or Audi engine instead of like
an old iron-block truck lump, the Northstar should prove as sweet, smooth and powerful a
partner ten years from now as it was 20 years ago. Richard Rowe has been writing
professionally since , specializing in automotive topics. He has worked as a tractor-trailer driver
and mechanic, a rigger at a fire engine factory and as a race-car driver and builder. Carbon in
the Cylinders GM solved the ring carbon problem by the model year, but somehow wound up

creating a different carbon problem in the process. Blown Head Gaskets Say what you will
about Cadillac, but they practically reinvented the market for top-end cleaners, fuel system
cleaners and head gasket sealers. Avoiding Problems The Northstar is a perfect example of an
engine that was slightly over-engineered for its own good. Writer Bio Richard Rowe has been
writing professionally since , specializing in automotive topics. Absolutely amazing car, lucky to
have as my first car, it was in bad shape tho. Hard to let her go, the car has so many little
features that even today's cars lack. There are a lot of problems with this car, but I attribute this
to the high mileage. It has over , miles. I love the sound system. I love the ability to overtake
most anything on the road. It is very comfortable. I love how it can take unleaded fuel thank God
for that. When people say how "so much stuff is broken", I say it just has a personality. I am up
to , miles. Still getting about 28 mpg highway, and 18 city. The biggest issue is the sound
system speakers going "tinny". I have replaced two and need to do another. Comfort and
economy. Struts blew at , I went with aftermarket and the ride is fine, I do have a suspension
warning light issue I ignore now, bought resisters to fix it but havent bothered. Bought the
caddy used in and put already 20, miles on it. No problems so far. Fun to drive on highway and
interstate. Gas mileage is quite good. Uses more oil than any of my other cars. Dealership says
it's within normal limits. Doesn't smoke or leaks oil though. I love to drive this car and I think it
is beautiful. However, there is something going bad about every month. New alternator, 30k
miles, brake rotors turned 60k, new pistons, water pump, bearings 65k, all under warranty. Bose
radio is very good however the CD and cassett player has no tone control. Compared mine with
new Cadillacs and found the same thing. Changing the Bass up or down made no difference.
Complained to dealer and they said that is just the way the Bose is. Complained to Bose and
never got a response. We never listen to music on this junk sound system. A friend also had
new pistons in his Cad. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Seville.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros interior comfort driving experience fuel efficiency appearance warranty
climate control acceleration ride quality road noise visibility technology infotainment system.
Keeps going and going Items per page:. Write a review See all Sevilles for sale. Sponsored cars
related to the Seville. Sign Up. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any
duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Cadillac
Seville. The contact stated that while driving 60 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. The
vehicle was able to restart and operated as normal. The failure occurred on multiple occasions.
The vehicle was taken to the dealer, who diagnosed that the cam shaft sensor needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure
mileage was 50, On two separate occasions my old GM Cadillac sts stalled while driving on the
highway. This was not a mechanical problem - it was some sort of defect. Note that it was
"repaired" in between the incidents, do it was not the same initial problem. I filed a complaint
back then, but got no response. The mechanics at the palo alto Cadillac dealer seemed to know
of the problem. At the time, they said it was a failure of some sensors on the flywheel. I don't
know if this was related to the current ignition switch problem. Having a vehicle stall at 65 mile
per hour is absolutely terrifying. You lose power steering and brakes. It would have certainly
ended up in an accident if I didn't understand how cars work. I was able to shift into neutral and
restart the car. My point is, there was a defect on this car that appeared to be known by GM, and
was also ignored. I think you should also inquire with GM what was known about this defect. As
I wrote - they seemed to have known that this was a problem, and just repaired it, rather than
understand the risk they were making us take. I ended up selling the car because of this issue.
The contact stated that while driving 55 mph, transmission fluid leaked from the vehicle and the
check engine warning light illuminated. The contact was able to drive the vehicle to an
independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the head gasket and motor mounts needed
to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired and the manufacturer was not notified. The
approximate failure mileage was , Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search
for something else:. The coolant seems to be going fast, but my oil isnt milky. I think all these
problems are linked to one thing but i do not know what it is, please help. I would pull all of the
codes from all of the computers. I am willing to bet you have door module codes, RIM rear
integration module codes, may even have a datalink problem between computers. The codes
you pull will explain more. Pull up the back seat, I believe there is a fuse box there and the
battery is under the seat also. The disappearing coolant would have me worried, you dont see
and visible leaks? Try replacing the surge cap and see if it helps. I would pull all of the codes,
then unhook the battery, leave it unhooked for about a minute and see what issues come back.
Can make a world of difference. Then pull new codes. The modules don't give trouble unless

you do something like hook jumpers up backwards or put a fast charger on the battery while it's
connected, or use a continuity tester or the wrong meter on the wiring harness on a
static-sensitive terminal. Changing a module because of a code, AKA shooting the messenger,
won't fix the car. Emissions laws require that certain tests be performed and that the MIL "check
engine soon" light be turned on if any of those fail, but these are among those that affect the
DFI or transmission and the manufacturers would want the MIL turned on anyway. Every time
any warning light turns on, it's because some OBD test failed, so a check of OBD codes will tell
why the light was turned on. This is an enormous troubleshooting help, and makes online help
like we do here on Caddyinfo effective. Although all your reported codes are for Sensor 1 and
there are no codes on Sensor 2, sometimes the PCM won't throw a code for conditions like
Sensor 2 failed but there is already a code for Sensor 1. Any oxygen sensor that has battery
voltage to it and ground on the ground terminal and doesn't get warm is bad and should be
replaced. The P means that the TCC isn't engaging on the transmission. This can mean that a
shift solenoid isn't connected or has broken or is sticking, but usually throws another code,
which I don't see here. A bad TCC can be ignored unless you are going to tow or drive in the
mountains or some such, so look at it last. The P without an accompanying P usually means an
air leak in the intake manifold, although I would check the PCV hose and valve, and make sure
that the dipstick is seated and the oil filler cap is tight before I looked at anything more difficult.
I would disconnect the battery and recheck them again. The door ajar shorted to battery is an
interesting one because they are supposed to be negative. I am curious if someone has
installed a remote car starter and something is messed up. Do you know if it has a remote start?
There are other network codes. Since it's operated from the network, it's dead unless it can talk
to the network. The acronym SBI is serial bus interface, which is the network signal line. The
high side hose goes to the condenser which is in front of the radiator. Make sure that the
connector to it is clean and tight. If you have a DVM that is safe for static-sensitive circuits, you
can use it to check the voltage on the GRY wire on the sensor. The code is set whenever that
voltage is below 0. They didn't give a resistance to check for the sensor because that number
varies a lot with temperature, but it should not be an open circuit over 1 MegOhm and both
sensor terminals should show no connection open ciruit to ground with the wiring harness
disconnected. Check the wires to the doors, particularly at the points where the wiring goes
through the hinges. The MSM operates the power seats. The switches for the power seats all go
to the MSM. The power seats themselves get power through a 30 Amp circuit breaker in the
same fuse block; circuit breakers self-reset and rarely go bad. If everything is dead, I would
check the fuse. If it is good, look for connectors to the MSM, which is under the driver's seat.
There are a bunch of air bag codes, the SDM codes, that need to be looked at too. The B
indicates that the car has been in an accident of sufficient severity to deploy the air bags. You
can ask a dealer about this and he can use the VIN to check and see if this is the case, or if this
is a false code. The other SDM codes may indicate that air bags deployed but were not replaced.
I checked connections by doors and they all checked out fine. On my way to work everything
was acting up like my radio kept turning off and my door would only work sometimes when the
accessory was on, I pulled the panels off and found 2 loose grounds, tightened them and
disconnected the battery and reconnected it after five minutes and I had the same problem,
disconnected the battery again for like 15 while I put the panels back on, reconnected battery
and the issue was fixed. I will check the one fuse after work. Everytime I take off the coolant cap
there is no pressure? Even when the engine is hot? Isn't there suppose to be pressure? Also
my abs and traction control lights when on at the same time? But when I first start my car I have
like a minute before traction control comes on after I reset codes, traction control works when
the light isn't on. It's like it got disconnected or something, all wires under the drivers seat are
connected. The car has been in numerous minor accidents, I don't think they were sever
enough to deploy the air bags. I appreciate your help guys, I have no idea where the modules
are located, if anyone has any wiring diagrams that might help me pinpoint disconnected wires
or faulty modules. Also, the passenger power seat works fine, along with the heated seat. But all
doors except drivers door are dead, except when I open the drivers door, the light on the
passenger door comes on as it should. The MSM is a box under the driver's seat. Look for a box
with a big connector to the wiring harness. If a couple of grounds were bad, I would not trust
any ground. Or any power lead, or any fuse. We'll keep that in mind from here on. You need
your own FSM for this car because it has a lot of little things. People here have to find your
page, scan it in, save the photo on their HD, upload it on Photobucket or other service, and then
post that photo here every time you need a schematic or page. I suggest eBay for price and
availability. I just looked at my SI DVD for the Seville the closest to your car that I have on hand
and find that there are 19 figures that show wiring ground schematics. There are 24 power,
ignition switch, and fuse diagrams. There are links on these diagrams to drawings that show

locations. This is a DVD, but similar information is in the paper manuals. If you are serious
about restoring this car yourself and don't want to spend a lot of money doing it, you will NEED
the factory shop manuals. There is absolutely no substitute. Thanks for the advice. Head gasket
failures are rare, high-mileage events, particularly if you keep the coolant changed regularly.
The first symptom is increasing coolant loss over a few months, with no leaks being found.
We'll just go with STS in our manuals and such for your car because the replacement engine is
obviously compatible, and the problems don't seem to be caused by incompatibility. The only
difference in the was the intake cam; int the up engines both cams are different. It would be
hard to tell the difference once the car is together and running, so I wouldn't concern yourself.
There may be a VIN derivative on the engine somewhere if you want to check. If you are talking
about changing the MSM, it's mounted to the floor, not the seat. I would imagine that the
problems with it are a fuse, a connector or a ground, not the module. My MSMs are mounted to
my seats. What current codes do you have? I remember that an orange wire would break in the
pass thru grommet from body to door and would kill that door and others because the circuit
ran in series and like a xmas tree bulb if a wire broke in a door it took them all out. Since you
don't believe that the air bags were ever deployed and we have an SDM B, perhaps it's time to
reset all the modules. Disconnect the negative terminal of your battery, then disconnect the
positive terminal of the battery. Leave them disconnected for several minutes. Then reconnect
the positive terminal, then, last, the negative terminal. Drive the car, then check the codes again
before turning off the key. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in
now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be
visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear
editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Prev 1 2 Next Page
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o post Share on other sites. Wow, where to start. First off welcome to caddyinfo forum. As for
the fuel gauge Run a bottle of chevron techron in the next fillup. Should help. Best of luck to
you. Hope this helps without going too crazy. Gabe Slezak Like Loading Cadillac Jim Posted
March 26, Posted March 27, Cadillac Jim Posted March 27, Gabe Slezak 0 Posted March 27,
Gabe Slezak 0 Posted March 28, Posted March 28, Posted March 28, edited. Edited March 28, by
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29, edited. Edited March 29, by gabrielslezak. Texas Jim 34 Posted March 29, If the engine was
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